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217 Exams will beback Mon

Stat 7 I Intro to probability

Intuitively a Theoreticalassignment of a numberbetween 0
and I tells

you how likely a certain outcome is

Try toputthis on a more rigorous footing Surprisingexamples in thischapter

Def
Anexperiment is an activity underconsideration

An outcome is an observable result of theexperiment

A trial representeachtime we perform theexperiment

flip a coin and see if it's H ornot

flip a coin 5 time andrecord the T H

flip a coin 5 time andrecord thesequence of H and T

roll a die and see if it comes up 1 or 2 or not

An urn contains 5 red balls and 6 blue ones Choose it w o looking

and seewhat color it is

In gen1 there is a Los aspect

flip a coin x check if it's H or not

Intuitively we know the probability ofcoming up It is I
intuitive4 possiblefavorable outromes if all outcomes are equally

probability
total possible outcomes Likely
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Note
if youactually flipped a coin 1000 trims it's unlikely that you'll

have exactly too H But it'll probably be close

relative frequency tactualfavoratenes
total of trials

we'll seehowtodealwith this kindof situation

Lawoflazenumt
As more or more trialsof an experiment are performed the rel frequency

get dour or closer to the actual probability

empiricalprobability the prob you estimatebyactuallycarrying out

The experiment many
times versus theoretical probability

flip a coin toootries and observe 557 heads Theempiricalprobably

rebitue keg 557
1000

557

Since the theoreticalpark is I soo theredGreg could indicate aproblem

with therandomnessof the flips or of thecoin or just mean youdidn'tflip
enoughtimes

There are toolstohelpdecide if theletter occurs We won't talk about that
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A college has 1352 students

400 freshmen
315 sophs
3 2 juniors
325 seniors

A studentistobe selected at random find theprobabilities for thestudentto

be a freshman soph Ij r Isr
400 to 3 deri ol places

freshman 296
1352

soph 233
352

g I i 231
352

s r 240
I 352

l O 00 cu geil youmightbejust off
important

Def Thesamplespacey S is theset of all poss outcomesof theexperiment

Eachelement is a seaphpoint or a airplane

Rule
i each el't of S is an outcome of theexperiment

2 each outcome of theexperimentcorresp to exactly one ee't of S

Ez in the collegeexample the SS is freshmansoph jr sr
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Def Anevent is a s bset of the sample space

Anevent consisting of a singleoutcome is a Saiph event
we say an eventoccuf if a trial produces an outcome that'sin thatevent

Exe In the collegeexample an event could be e her freshman or sr

sayyouchoose a student at random If it's a sophThenthe event didn't
occur If it's a freshman it did

flip a coin 6 timesand count the y Heads

The SS is so I 2 7,4 T G

eachone of thee is an outcome

An event could be E an even of H fo 2 4,6

or E at most 3 H o l 2,3

Say we perform a trial flip 6 finish and get 3 It
wesay

Their E did not occur E did

Ingen I sometimes we'll want to find theprob of a single
outcome sciple

event or of a more complicated event

EI roll 2 dice t observe the sumof the numbers

SS 92 3 12 There are 11 possible outcomes

53 is a simple event there are a possible simpleevents

Another event could be 3,6 9,12

we'll see that the 11 outcomes are not equally likely


